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Introduction. While most of the past research addressed the analysis of natural voltage balancing 
in Flying Capacitor Converters (FCC) (Fig.1, 2) using frequency domain Fourier based methods, the 
authors attack the problem in time domain using appropriate averaging methods. 
Materials and methods. Straight-forward but tedious time-averaging analytical calculations are 
required to find out balancing frequencies, time constants and overall average capacitor voltage natural 
balancing dynamics [1]. The natural balancing dynamics analysis procedure is automated by using Matlab 
symbolic calculation tool. 
Results and discussion. The outcome of this research is a tool that outputs simple closed-form 
formulas revealing the dependences of FCC natural balancing dynamics (balancing frequencies and time 
constants) on switching frequency, capacitances, RL-load and modulation parameters. 
Conclusions. It is demonstrated that suggested methodology for time domain analysis of natural 
voltage balancing dynamics is most adequate for multilevel capacitive single-leg and single-phase 
(H-bridge) converters. This approach delivers simple closed-form solutions for natural balancing 
frequencies, time constants and overall balancing dynamics thus providing an in-depth insight into 
natural balancing mechanisms and the influence of load and modulation parameters. 
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